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Abstract: Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a promising encryption for fine-grained sharing 

of ciphertext based on users’ attributes. One drawback of ABE is that the encryption and decryption 

computational costs grow with the number of attributes and the complexity of the access policy. In 

scenarios where mobile devices are required, it will make encryption and decryption a possible 

bottleneck for these applications. To largely eliminate computational overhead for mobile devices, 

we propose a novel attribute-based online/offline encryption with outsourcing decryption (ABOOE-

OD). First, the encryption process is split into the offline and online phases. Second, we modify the 

key generation and decryption algorithms to handle the ciphertext, and outsource the majority of 

decryption to cloud servers without compromising its security. Our first ABOOE-OD scheme is 

proven to be secure against the chosen-plaintext attack. We present an attribute-based online/offline 

KEM with outsourcing decapsulation (ABOOKEM-OD), and construct a generic transformation to 

achieve CCA security for ABOOE-OD from any ABOOKEM-OD with one-wayness. Finally, we 

compare our schemes with previous schemes, and provide an implementation of our scheme. The 

performance measurements indicate ABOOE-OD is very suitable for mobile devices to perform the 

online encryption and decryption operations without significantly draining the battery. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of cloud computing and wireless access technology, many mobile 
devices are used as information collecting and processing nodes in cloud storage systems. A large 
number of shared information is stored by untrusted cloud servers. This may result in a potential risk 
of personal data being compromised. Thus the security of sensitive data has attracted widespread 
attentions. To ensure the security of shared data, Sahai and Waters [1] first put forward the notion of 
attribute-based encryption (ABE), which provides a novel approach of encrypting data such that 
users who satisfy a specific access policy can decrypt the ciphertext. The basic ABE [1] only 
supports threshold access policies. To express more flexible access policies, two novel forms of 
ABE were proposed: Key-Policy ABE [2] (KP-ABE) and Ciphertext-Policy ABE [3] (CP-ABE). 
KP-ABE achieves a promising one-to-many encryption for fine-grained access control of ciphertexts. 
In KP-ABE [2], one can specify an access policy tree where each interior node represents either an 
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AND gate or an OR gate, while the leaf nodes carry different attributes, e. g., access policy (“doctor” 
OR “master”) AND “cryptology”. Every user’s private key is connected with an access policy, and 
every ciphertext is connected with a set of attributes. A user can decrypt a ciphertext only if the 
attribute set of the ciphertext satisfies the policy of user’s private key. Alternatively, in CP-ABE [3], 
the ciphertext is connected with an access policy and the private key with a set of attributes. In the 
following, an access policy is also called an access structure. 

The main efficiency drawback of most ABE systems is that the encryption and decryption costs 
grow with the number of attributes and the complexity of access policy. If both encryption and 
decryption algorithms are run on a mobile device, the required time to run these algorithms may 
cause sustaining problems due to limited battery power supply. For further details about ABE and its 
cost, please see [2-5, 21]. Recently, to reduce the encryption cost for mobile devices, Hohenberger et 
al. [6] presented the online/offline ABE by the online/offline cryptography [8-12]. They split the 
encryption into the online and offline stages. During the offline encryption, to perform the majority 
work of encryption without knowing the message, they introduced the pooling of offline ciphertexts. 
Once the specifications get available, online encryption may rapidly create the ciphertext by the 
pooling of offline ciphertexts. However, their online encryption still need compute many 
multiplications on the group, which can be very expensive for mobile devices. Moreover, their 
decryption requires performing a lot of pairing operations, which is time consuming for mobile 
devices. To abate the decryption cost for mobile devices, Green et al. [7] modified the outsourcing 
techniques of pairings [13-15] and put forward the ABE with outsourcing decryption. They leverage 
a cloud service provider to translate any ciphertext satisfying the user’s policy or attributes into a 
short transformed ciphertext, and the user may perform only a small amount of computations to 
recover the message. But their encryption process needs to run many exponentiations which are 
quite expensive for mobile devices. It is fair to say the existing ABE schemes [6, 7, 22, 23] do not 
obtain complete solutions for the main efficiency problem with mobile devices involved.  

In this work, our target is to mitigate this problem by using techniques of online/offline 
encryption and outsourcing decryption in KP-ABE. First, we propose new methods for attribute-
based online/offline encryption with outsourcing decryption (ABOOE-OD), which splits the 
encryption into two phases: the offline phase firstly executes most of heavy computations prior to 
knowing the message and the set of attributes; and then the online phase only performs light 
computations to produce the ciphertext once the specifications become available. The offline phase 
should be performed by conventional computers in a trusted environment, and the online phase is 
carried out quickly on mobile devices. However, the existing ABE schemes utilize boolean attributes 
to describe users, resulting in a large number of attributes. If the offline phase preprocesses all of 
attributes, the computation cost will shot up and the size of offline ciphertext will also be too large. 
To address this issue, we adopt non-boolean attributes to describe users. According to the user’s 
characteristic, we sort all attributes into a small number of n types, and each type attribute shares a 
common public key. The offline phase preprocesses each type attribute and produces the 
corresponding sub-ciphertext. All of sub-ciphertexts constitute a whole offline ciphertext. As for the 
decryption of ciphertext produced in the online phase, by outsourcing techniques given in [7, 13-15], 
we modify the key generation algorithm to create two keys. The first key is an Elgamal-type private 
key Pvk which is securely stored by the user. The second key is a transformation key TK which can 
be learned by the cloud server. In addition, we introduce a transformation algorithm which uses the 

key TK to transform the suitable ciphertext into a short ElGamal ciphertext CT, and the user can 
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decrypt the ciphertext CT with only one exponentiation operation. Especially, the cloud server can 

run the transformation algorithm without knowing any information about the private key or the 
plaintext. Second, we propose a novel notion of attribute-based online/offline key encapsulation 
mechanism with outsourcing decapsulation (ABOOKEM-OD), which divides the key encapsulation 
algorithm into online and offline phases, and present a generic transformation method to achieve 
security against chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) for ABOOE-OD from ABOOKEM-OD with one-
wayness. Our ABOOE-OD schemes drastically reduce the computational burden for both encryption 
and decryption, and provide noticeably better performance for power-constrained devices. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce some cryptographic 
definitions employed in our schemes. Section 3 gives the ABOOE-OD model. Our ABOOE-OD 
scheme and its security proof are in section 4. We give the ABOOKEM-OD model, and propose a 
generic transformation to achieve CCA security for ABOOE-OD from an ABOOKEM-OD scheme 
with one-wayness only in section 5. Comparison and performance analysis are presented in section 6. 
Finally, we summarize our conclusion in section 7. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Bilinear Maps  and Complexity Assumptions 

Definition 1 (Bilinear Group):  Let , T be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p, and g be 

a generator of . Let e: × →T be a symmetric bilinear map that satisfies the following 

properties. (1) Bilinearity: for all u, v∈, and x, y∈Zp, we have e(ux, vy) = e(u, v) xy. (2) Non-

degeneracy e(g, g)¹1. (3) Computability: the group operation in  and the bilinear map e are 

efficiently computable. We call the tuple (, T) a bilinear group. 

Definition 2 (ℓ-Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (ℓ-DBDHI Assumption)): Given an 

(ℓ+1)-tuple (g, gα, 
2

, ,g g  

 )∈ℓ+1, if all probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms can 

distinguish the element T= e(g, g)1/∈T from a random element R∈T with at most a negligible 

advantage. We say that the ℓ-DBDHI assumption holds in (, T).  

Definition 3 (ℓ- Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (ℓ-BDHI assumption)): Given an (ℓ+1)-tuple (g, 

gα, 
2

, ,g g  

 )∈ℓ+1, if all PPT algorithms can output the element e(g, g)1/∈T with at most a 

negligible advantage. We say that the ℓ-BDHI assumption holds in (, T). 

2.2. Access Structures and Linear Secret Sharing Schemes  

Definition 4 (Access Structures): Let  = {1, 2, ···, n} be a set containing n attributes. A 

collection Í2  is monotone if for all B and C, if BÎ, BÍC, then CÎ. An access structure is 

a collection  of non-empty subsets of , i.e., Í2  \ {}. The sets belonging to  are called 

authorized sets, and the sets not belonging to  are called unauthorized sets. 

Definition 5 (Linear Secret Sharing Schemes (LSSS)): A secret sharing scheme Π over a set of 

attributes  is called linear (over Zp) if (1) the shares for each attribute come into being a vector 

over Zp. (2) there is a matrix Ad×h called the share-generation matrix for Π. The matrix A has d rows 

and h columns. For i =1, ···, d, the ith row of Ad×h is labeled by an attribute ρ(i), where ρ is a function: 

{1, ···, d}→ . Let s∈Zp be the secret to be shared. We randomly choose r2, ···, rh∈Zp to construct a 

column vector v = (s, r2, ···, rh)
T, then A·v is the vector of d shares of the secret s according to Π. The 

share (Av)i belongs to party ρ(i). 
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LSSS is of the linear reconstruction property. Let Π be an LSSS for the access structure , 

ωÎ be an authorized set, and define I Í{1, ···, d} as I = {i: ρ(i)Îω}. If {si} are valid shares for 

secret s according to secret sharing scheme Π, there exist constants {ci∈Zp}i∈I satisfy i I i ic s s Î = . 

Furthermore, it is shown that these constants ci can be found in polynomial time in the size of the 

share-generating matrix Ad×h. 

3. ABOOE-OD model  

An ABOOE-OD scheme consists of the following six algorithms: 

Setup(λ, n): The setup algorithm inputs a security parameter  and a number of attribute type n. 

It outputs a master secret key Msk and the public parameters Pub. 

KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)): The key generation algorithm inputs the master secret key Msk and an 

access structure (A, ρ). It outputs the private key Pvk and the transformation key Tk. 

Encoff(Pub): The offline encryption algorithm inputs the public parameters Pub and outputs an 

offline ciphertext Δ. Especially this offline ciphertext Δ must be stored securely by the user. 

Encon(m, ω, Δ): The online encryption algorithm inputs a message m, a set of attributes , an 

offline ciphertext Δ. It outputs a ciphertext CT. 

Trans(Tk, CT): The transformation algorithm inputs a transformation key Tk and a 

ciphertext CT with the attribute set S. It outputs a transformed ciphertext CT if S satisfies the policy  

 . Otherwise, it aborts. 

Dec(Pvk, CT) The decryption algorithm inputs a private key Pvk and a transformed ciphertext 

CT with the attribute set S. It outputs a message m if S satisfies the policy . Otherwise, it fails. 

We formulate the security of an ABOOE-OD. The CCA security for ABOOE-OD is described 

as a game between a challenger  and an adversary  as follows: 

Init:  declares a challenge attribute set . 
Setup:  runs the ABOOE-OD’s setup algorithm to obtain (Pub, Msk), and sends Pub to .  

Phase 1:  creates an empty table  and a counter j = 0.  makes a number of queries to the 

following oracles simulated by : 

(1) Key Generation Oracle KGO(·),  submits access structure (A, ρ) to .  sets j  j+1, 

and runs the KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)) algorithm to generate the user private key Pvk and the 

transformation key Tk. Then  puts the tuple (j, (A, ρ), Pvk, Tk) into table . If  does not 

satisfy (A, ρ),  outputs Pvk. Otherwise,  outputs Tk. 

(2) Decryption oracle DO(·),  submits counter i and ciphertext CT to decryption oracle.  

retrieves table . If the tuple (i, (A, ρ), Pvk, Tk) exists,  gets it and runs the decryption 

algorithm with CT by using Pvk. Then  returns the result to . Otherwise,   fails. 

Challenge:  submits two equal length messages m0, m1 to .  chooses randomly a bit 

b{0,1}, encrypts mb under the attribute set   to obtain the challenge ciphertext CT*= Encon(mb, γ, 

Encoff(Pub)), and sends CT* to . 

Phase 2: It is the same as phase 1, except that  can not query decryption oracle on CT*. 

Guess:  outputs a bit b{0,1}. If b= b, we say that  wins the game. ’s advantage in the 

above game is defined as Adv() = |Pr[b= b]- 1/2|. 
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Definition 6 (IND-SS-CCA Security): If all PPT adversaries win the above security game with a 

negligible advantage, an ABOOE-OD scheme is selectively secure against chosen ciphertext attacks.  

Definition 7 (IND-SS-CPA Security): If all PPT adversaries are forbidden to make decryption 

queries and can win the above security game with at most a negligible advantage, the ABOOE-OD 

scheme is selectively secure against chosen plaintext attacks. 

4. IND-SS-CPA ABOOE-OD scheme  

4.1. ABOOE-OD Scheme 

We give some intuitions of our construction. In the ABOOE-OD system, all of attributes are 

sorted into n types: I1= {I11, I12, ···}, ···, In= {In1, In2, ···}. Each type attribute shares a public 

attribute key, and each attribute corresponds to an element in Zp
*. First, offline encryption selects a 

random exponent for each attribute’s type, computes the offline sub-ciphertext for each random 

attribute, and stores a little extra information. Secondly, after knowing the message and the attribute 

set, online encryption can rapidly create the ciphertext under the designated attribute set though n 

integer arithmetic in Zp. To securely outsource the majority work of decryption to the cloud provider, 

we revise the key generation algorithm to output a private key and a transformation key. In addition, 

we introduce a transformation algorithm that utilizes the transformation key to handle the ciphertext 

and produces a short ElGamal ciphertext. Finally, the decryption algorithm can quickly recover the 

plaintext by using the private key to operate on the short ElGamal ciphertext. Our ABOOE-OD 

scheme consists of the following six algorithms: 

Setup(λ, n): This algorithm inputs a security parameter λ and the number of attribute type n. It 

first selects a bilinear group  of prime order p and a bilinear map e： ×  → T. It chooses a 

generator g of  and computes v = e(g, g). Let  be the message space and ||= 2 Mn . For each 

type of attribute i = 1,2, …,n, it randomly chooses aiZp, hash functions Hi: {0,1}* →{0,1} Mn , and 

constructs n independent IBE subsystems: Mski = (ai),  Pubi = { g, iag , v, Hi: {0,1}* →{0,1} Mn }. 

The public parameters are published as: Pub = (g, v, 1 , , naag g , H1,···, Hn). The master secret key 

is Msk = (a1, ···, an). 

KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)): Given an LSSS access structure (A, ρ), where A is an n×h matrix, 

this algorithm first randomly selects u2, ···, uh ∈Zp
*, and let u = (1, u2, ···, uh). Then for each row 

Ax of matrix A, x = 1, 2, ···, n, there exists an attribute ρ(x) corresponding to the xth row of A, and it 

use the master secret key Msk to compute its attribute private key 

                                               Dx =
( )

x

xa xg 



A u

.                                                       (1) 

It randomly chooses z∈Zp
*, and computes the transformation key: 

                                       TK= (
1

1 ( ( ))( (1)) , ,
n

nz a nz ag g 


 

A uA u

),                               (2) 

then outputs the private key as Pvk = (z, TK). 

Encoff(Pub): For i = 1,2, …,n, this algorithm chooses random exponents r，βi，γi∈Zp
*, and 

computes R = vr, 1, ( )i ia r
iT g g , 2,

i r
iT g  , ci

′ = Hi(R, T2,i). It outputs the offline ciphertext Δ = 

(T1,i, T2,i, ci
′, βi, γi)i=1, 2, ···,n.  
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Encon(m, ω, Δ): Given the message m∈, attribute set ω=(I1，j1, I2, j2, ···, In, jn) and offline 

ciphertext Δ, this algorithm computes: ti
' = γi

-1(Ii, ji – βi) mod p, c=c1′Å···Å cn′Åm and outputs the 

ciphertext CT = (c, (T1,i, T2, i, ti
′ ) i=1, 2, ···, n ). 

Trans(Tk, CT): Given the ciphertext CT with an attribute set ω, we let I ={x |ρ(x)∈ω}. If ω 

satisfies the access structure (A, ρ) of Tk, this algorithm first computes coefficient θx∈Zp such 

that ΣxI θx Ax = (1, 0, ···, 0), and then use Tk to compute: 

          
'

1
( ( ))

1, 2,( , ) ( , )
xx x x

x x

r r
t z a x z z z

x x
x I

e T T g e g g v R

 

   





   
A u A u

 .            (3) 

It outputs the transformed ciphertext CT = (c, R1/z, (T2, i
 ) i=1, 2, ···, n). Otherwise, it aborts. 

Dec(Pvk, CT): If the ciphertext has not been transformed, this algorithm first calls this 

algorithm Trans(Tk, CT). If it gets the transformed ciphertext CT= (c, R1/z, (T2, i
 ) i=1, 2, ···, n), it uses 

the private key Pvk to compute (R1/z)z = R, ci
′ = Hi(R, T2,i), m = c c1

 ··· cn
. Otherwise, it aborts. 

Note that, we assume that each user has n type attributes and an access matrix A has n rows. In 

fact, many users have less than n attributes. If a user does not have the xth type attribute, we let Ax = (0, 

0, ···, 0) and compute Dx = 1. Otherwise, we compute Dx according to the key generation algorithm. 

4.2. IND-SS-CPA Security proof 

Theorem 1 Our ABOOE-OD scheme is IND-SS-CPA secure if the n(l+1)-DBDHI assumption holds. 

Proof: If there exists a PPT adversary  who can break the IND-SS-CPA security of our scheme 

with advantage ε, we can construct a simulator  who can break the n(l+1)-DBDHI assumption with 

advantage ε/2. The challenger  gives an n(l+1)-DBDHI tuple (g, gα, 
2

g ,···, 
( 1)n l

g 

, T ), where T 

= e(g, g)1/α or T is an random element of T. If T = e(g, g)1/α,  outputs 1; otherwise  outputs 0. 

Init:  randomly selects 1, 2,···, n∈{1, 2, ···, l}, and declares the challenge attribute set γ = 

{I1,1, I2, 2, ···, In,n } and sends it to . 

Setup: For i =1, ···, n,  randomly selects wi,1, ···, , 1iiw   , , 1iiw   , ···, wi,l∈Zp
*. For    j∈{1, 

2, ···, l}\{i},it computes Ii,j = Ii,i - wij.  constructs n(l-1)-degree polynomial f(z) = 

1 1,

( )
i

n l

ij
i j j

z w
  

  , and computes coefficient c0, c1, ···, cn(l-1)∈Zp
 such that f(z)=

( 1)

0

n l
i

i
i

c z



 . Then  

sets generator G =
( 1)

( )

0

( )
i

i

n l
c f

i

g g 




 . For each j ∈ {1, ···, l}\{πi},  computes  fij(z) 

=
( 1) 1

,
0

( ) n l
k

ij k
kij

f z
d z

z w

 




   with coefficients dij,0, ···，dij,n(l-1)-1∈Zp, and computes: 

,

1( 1) 1
( )

0

( )
k

ij k ij ij

n l
d f w

ij
k

H g g G 
 





   , 
1

,

( 1) 1

0

( )
k

ij k ij

n l
d w

ij
k

H g G


  
 





  . 
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 computes Pubi = ,i iIG G   , where G  =
1

( 1)

0

( )
i

i

n l
c

i

g 





 , such that the ith type attribute’s 

unknown master secret key Mski = - α - Ii,i. Finally,  sets Pub = {G，v = e(G, G), Pub1,···, Pubn, 

H1,···, Hn} and Msk ={Msk1,···, Mskn}. 

Phase 1: when  queries the private key on (A, ρ), there are two cases to be considered:  

(1) If γ satisfies (A, ρ),  randomly selects u2, ···, uh, k∈Zp
*, sets u = (1, u2, ···, uh), and 

implicitly sets z = k/α. Let Aγ be the submatrix of A consisting of only those rows whose label is in γ, 

i.e. Aγ = { Ax |ρ(x) Î γ}. Let Ax = (ax,1, ···, ax,h). According to ρ(x) whether belongs to γ or not, we 

consider two cases as follows. ① If ρ(x) Î γ,  computes 1 ,
1

h

x j j
j

a u


  , and sets (Dx )
1/z = 

1

kG


. 

Since f1, k are known and 1

( ) ( )( ) ( )
x x

x xz a I k k 

 


  
 

  
A u A u

, (Dx )1/z is a well-formed 

transformation key. ② If ρ(x) Ï γ, denoted by ρ(x)= Ix,j, then j ≠ x.  sets (Dx)
1/z =

1

( ) k
ijH


 , where  

1 ,
1

h

x j j
j

a u


  . Note that ijH  , k and f1 are known. (Dx )
1/z is a well-formed transformation key 

since  

1

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
x x

x x ij ijz a I k w w k 

  
 

   
 

     
A u A u

. 

  constructs TK= (
1

1 ( ( ))( (1)) , ,
n

nz a dz aG G 


 

A uA u

), and sets Pvk = (k, TK). Note that Pvk is not 

well-formed. However, TK is properly distributed if k was set by the unknown number z = k/. 

According to the definition of the security, if γ satisfies (A, ρ),  only makes queries for TK. 

Thus,  can answer ’s queries. 

(2) If γ does not satisfy (A, ρ), denoted by γ (M, ρ). Set Aγ = { Ax | ρ(x) Î γ}. Since γ (A, ρ), 

the vector (1, 0, ···, 0) Ï Span Aγ. Then there exists a vector w = (w1, ···, wh) such that w·Aγ= 0, i.e. 

w is orthogonal to Aγ. But w is not orthogonal to 1= (1, 0, ···, 0). To construct a private key Pvk,  

randomly chooses λ1, ···, λh from Zp
* and implicitly sets v = (λ1α, ···, λhα),   = (1-λ1α)/w1, u = v 

+w. Notice that, 1·u =1.  

If ρ(x) Î γ,  computes Dx = 2G , where 2 ,
1

h

x j j
j

a 


  .Note that f2 is known. Dx is a 

legitimate attribute key because
( )

x

xa x



A u

= ,
1

h

x j j
j

a 


 . If ρ(x) Ï γ and let ρ(x) = Ix,j, then j ≠ x.  

computes Dx = 3 4( ) ( )ij ijH H    , where 3 , ,
1 11

1h h

x j j x j j
j j

a a w
w

 
 

   , 4 ,
11

1 h

x j j
j

a w
w




  . Note 

that  Hij
α, Hij, f3, f4 are known. Dx is a legitimate attribute key because

( )
x

xa x




A u

 3 4

,x jw

  



 

. 
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 also picks a random element z∈Zp
*. It constructs TK= (D1

1/z,, Dn
1/z), and sets Pvk = (z, 

TK). Note that Pvk is a well-formed private key. 

Challenge:  submits two messages m0, m1 to .  picks a random bit bÎ{0,1}. For i =1,···, n, 

 picks random elements ξ, t0,i, si∈Zp
*, and implicitly sets βi = Ii, i + (t0,i+1), γi= - si( t0,i+1), r = 

ξ/. It computes: 

0,

1, ( )i i it a r
iT G G G   , 0,( ( 1))

2,
i i is t r

iT G G      , ti
' = γi

-1(Ii, i – βi) =1/si , 
2
0

0( )cR T T  ,  

where 

( 1) ( 1)
2 21 1

0

1 1 0

( )
( )

0 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

n l n l
i i

i i
i i

f cc c
cfT e g g e g g e g g

 
 

 
 

 

 
   . Then it computes ci

′ = Hi(R, T2,i), c = 

c1
···cn

 mb, and outputs the challenge ciphertext CT*=(c, (T1, i ,T2, i
 , ti

′) i=1, 2, ···, n).  

Phase 2:  acts repeatedly as it did in Phase 1. 

Guess:   outputs a guessing bit b for b. If b=b,  outputs  =1 to denote that T = e(g, g)1/, 

else it outputs  = 0 to denote that T is random. 

Probability Analysis: If T = e(g, g)1/, let 
2
0 /

0( ) ( , )cR T T e G G    . Thus CT* is a well-

formed ciphertext.  has the probability Pr[b=b| =1] = ½+ ε. If T is random, CT* is a ciphertext of 

random message,  gains no information about b. Therefore  has the probability Pr[bb| =0] = ½. 

Thus, if  can win the game with probability ½+ε, ’s advantage in the n(l+1)-DBDHI game is 

ε/2.                                                    

5. Generic transformation for CCA secure ABOOE-OD 

5.1. ABOOKEM-OD model 

An ABOOKEM-OD scheme consists of six algorithms. 

Setup(λ, n), KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)) and Trans(Tk, CT): Same as ABOOE-OD. 

KEMoff(Pub, r): This offline key encapsulation algorithm inputs the public parameters Pub and 

a random r. It outputs an offline ciphertext Δ and a session key K. We require it should output the 

same session key K for the same random r. 

KEMon(Pub, ω, Δ): This online key encapsulation algorithm inputs the public parameters Pub, 

a set of attributes , an offline ciphertext Δ and outputs a ciphertext CT. 

DeKEM(Pvk, CT): This decapsulation algorithm inputs a private key Pvk and a transformed 

ciphertext CT with the set S. It outputs a session key K if S satisfies the policy . Otherwise, it fails. 

Then we formulate the one-wayness security for ABOOKEM-OD. It is described as a game 

between a challenger  and an adversary  as follows: 

Init:  declares a challenge attribute set . 

Setup:  runs the ABOOKEM-OD’s setup algorithm to obtain (Pub, Msk), and sends Pub to .  

Phase 1:  submits access structure (A, ρ) to .  runs KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)) algorithm to 

generate the user private key Pvk and the transformation key Tk. If  does not satisfy (A, ρ),  

outputs Pvk. Otherwise,  outputs Tk.  
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Challenge:  chooses a random r and computes the challenge ciphertext CT* = KEMon(Pub, γ, 

KEMoff(Pub, r)), and sends CT* to . 

Phase 2: It is the same as phase 1. 

Output calculation:  outputs a session key K. 

If the session key K outputted by  is equal to the K encapsulated in CT*, we say  wins the 

game. ’s advantage in the above game is defined as Adv() = Pr[K = K]. 

Definition 8 (One-wayness): If all PPT adversaries win the one-wayness game with a negligible 

advantage, an ABOOKEM-OD scheme is of one-wayness in the selective model. 

5.2. ABOOKEM-OD with One-wayness 

An ABOOKEM-OD scheme consists of the following six algorithms: 

Setup(λ, n) and KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)): Same as the CPA-secure ABOOE-OD, except the 

system deletes n Hash functions. 

KEMoff(Pub, r): This algorithm randomly chooses r∈Zp
*, and computes the session key as: K 

= e (g, g)r. For i =1, 2, ···, n, it randomly chooses βi, γi ∈Zp
*, and computes: 1, ( )i ia r

iT g g , 

2,
i r

iT g  .It outputs the session key K and the offline ciphertext Γ = (T1,i, T2,i, βi, γi)i=1, 2, ···,n. 

KEMon(Pub, ω, Γ): For the attribute set ω=(I1,j1, I2,j2, ···, In, jn), this algorithm computes: ti
′ =  i-

1(Ii,ji -  i) mod p, and outputs the ciphertext CT = (T1,i, T2, i, ti
′) i=1, 2, ···,n. 

Trans(Tk, CT): Let I ={x | ρ(x)∈ω}. If the attribute set ω in CT satisfies (A, ρ) in Tk, 

there exists coefficients θx∈Zp such that ΣxI θx Ax = (1, 0, ···, 0). Then this algorithm computes:  

                 
'

1
( ( ))

1, 2,( , ) ( , )
x x x

x x x

r r
t z a x z z

x x
x I

e T T g e g g v K


 
   






   

A u A u

z ,                  (4) 

and outputs the transformed ciphertext CT = K1/z. Otherwise it aborts.  

DeKEM(Pvk, CT): If the ciphertext has not been transformed, this algorithm first calls this 

algorithm Trans(Tk, CT). If it gets the transformed ciphertext CT= K1/z, it uses the private key 

Pvk to compute the session key (K1/z)z = K. Otherwise it fails. 

Theorem 2 If the n(l+1)-BDHI assumption holds, our ABOOKEM-OD scheme is of one-wayness in 

the selective model. 

Proof: Suppose there exists a PPT adversary  that breaks the one-wayness of ABOOKEM-OD 

with advantage ε, we can construct a simulator  who can break the n(l+1)-BDHI assumption with 

the same advantage ε. 

The challenger  generates a random n(l+1)-BDHI tuple (g, gα, 
2

, ,g   
( 1)n l

g 

) for .  runs 

 as a subroutine to output e(g, g)1/, and builds a simulated environment for  as follows.  

Init:  chooses the challenge set γ = {I1, 1，···，In, n} and sends it to . 

Setup and Phase 1: Same as the ABOOE-OD scheme. 

Challenge: For the challenge set of attributes γ = {I1, 1，I2, 2，···，In, n } and i =1,···, n,  

randomly chooses ξ, t0,i, si∈Zp
* and implicitly sets βi = Ii, i +( t0,i+1), γi= -si( t0,i+1), r = ξ/, and 
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computes T1,i  = 0, ( )i i it a rG G G   , T2,i  = 0,( ( 1))i i is t rG G    , ti
' = γi

-1(Ii, i – βi) =1/si to return the 

challenge ciphertext CT*= (T1,i, T2,i, ti
)i=1, 2, ···, n, which is a perfectly simulated ciphertext. 

Phase 2: Do repeatedly as phase 1. 

Output Calculation:  outputs a session key K=

2( )

( , )
f

e g g
 




with probability ε, where 
( 1)

0

( ) i

n l

i
i

f z c z
-

=

= å . The n(l+1)-BDHI solution can be generated by computing 

2
0

1 10

1

1

( 1) 1 ( 1) 1 ( 1)

0 0 0

( ( ) , ) ( ( ) , ( ) )i i i
i i i

c

n l n l n l
c cc c

i i i

K

e g g e g g



  + +

- - - - -

= = =

æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷ç ⋅ ÷ç ÷çè ø  
=e(g, g)1/α. 

In summary, the overall advantage of  in solving the n(l+1)-BDHI problem is ε.                          

5.3. Generic Transformation from ABOOKEM-OD to CCA-secure ABOOE-OD 

Setup(λ, n) and KeyGen(Msk, (A, ρ)): Same as the ABOOKEM-OD, except the system 

parameter contains two additional hash functions H :{0,1}* →Zp
* and H:{0,1}* →{0,1} Mn . 

Encoff(Pub): This algorithm chooses a randomness r and computes: (Γ, K)←KEMoff(Pub, r), 

and outputs the offline ciphertext ∆ = (Γ, K, r). Note that for the same randomness r, the same 

session key K should be generated. 

Encon(m, ω, ∆): This algorithm inputs a message m, a set of attributes ω = (I1,j1, I2,j2, ···,  In, jn) 

and the offline ciphertext ∆= (Γ, K, r). It computes: C1=KEMon(Pub, Γ, ω),  C2=H(K, C1, m) År,  

C3= 'H ( K, C1)Åm, and outputs the ciphertext CT = (C1, C2 , C3). 

Trans(Tk, CT): This algorithm inputs a transformation key Tk for (A, ρ) and a ciphertext 

CT for a set of attribute ω. Let I ={x | ρ(x)∈ω}. If (A, ρ) contains ω, it computes: K 1/z ←Trans 

(Tk, C1), and outputs the transformed ciphertext CT = (K 1/z, C1, C2, C3). Otherwise, it aborts. 

Dec(Pvk, CT): If the ciphertext has not been transformed, this algorithm first calls this 

Trans(Tk, CT) algorithm. If it gets the transformed ciphertext CT=  (K 1/z, C1, C2 , C3), it uses the 

private key Pvk to compute m = Hʹ (K, C1) Å C3，K  = KEMoff(H(K, C1, m) Å C2). If K  = K, it 

outputs m. Otherwise, it fails. 

Theorem 3 If ABOOKEM-OD is one-wayness, our ABOOE-OD is CCA-secure in selective model. 

Proof: Assume there exists an adversary  who can break the CCA-securtiy of ABOOE-OD, we 

construct another adversary  to break the one-wayness of ABOOKEM-OD. In addition, the 

challenger  also simulates the one-wayness of ABOOKEM-OD as follows: 

Init:  chooses the challenge set γ = {I1, 1, ···, In, n}, and sends it to  and . 

Setup:  runs the ABOOKEM-OD’s setup algorithm to generate Msk and Pub, and sends Pub 

to .  sends Pub to , and simulates two random oracles H and Hʹ as the normal way. 

Phase 1:  submits the access structure (A, ρ) to .  will generate Pvk and Tk for (A, ρ) 

given by . If γ satisfies (A, ρ),  sends Tk to ; else  sends Pvk to . Since the key generation 

algorithm is the same as ABOOKEM-OD, Pvk and Tk are well-formed. 
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Decryption Oracle: Without generality, the ciphertext submitted to the decryption oracle is 

transformed ciphertext. Note that both of  and  can get the transformation key, and perform the 

transformation algorithm. Let (K1/z,C1, C2 , C3) be associated with the set of attributes ,and Pvk = 

(z, TK) is associated with (A, ρ). If   (A, ρ), it outputs the failure information . If   (A, 

ρ) and γ (A, ρ),  firstly computes K = (K1/z)z. Secondly it retrieves {hi} from the table recording 

the input/output of hash function H such that hi = H(K, C1, mi) and mi = C3Å 'H ( K, C1). Finally, for 

every {hi} from the last step, it checks if K = KEMoff(C2Åhi). If no such i is found, it outputs ^. 

Otherwise it outputs mi = C3 Å 'H (K, C1). 

If   (A, ρ) and γ(A, ρ), note that in this case Pvk = (k, TK), where z = k /,  firstly 

computes  =(K1/z)k = e(g, g)r, where g comes from BDHI assumption. Secondly it retrieves {hi} 

such that hi= H(Ki, C1, mi) and mi = C3Å 'H ( Ki , C1). Note that the Ki from hash function H is the 

same as the Ki from H. Finally, for every {hi} from the last step, it checks if Ki = KEMoff(C2Åhi). 

and 1 2( , , )( , ) i iH K C m Ce g g  . If no such Ki is found, it aborts. Otherwise it outputs mi = C3 

Å 'H (Ki, C1). 

Challenge:  submits two messages m0 and m1 to .  received a challenge ciphertext C  from 

ABOOKEM-OD.  randomly chooses C2
* , C3

*, and sends CT* = (C , C2
*, C3

*) to . If  can win 

the game with non-negligible probability, it should query H(K*, C , m*) and Hʹ(K*, C ) before 

outputting the bit b.  randomly chooses a random oracle query and outputs the first component as 

the output to the one-wayness game of ABOOKEM-OD. 

Probability Analysis: If  does not make any query with K*, it does not gain any advantage 

for the random guess. If it does,  succeeds with probability 1/qH. So the overall successful 

probability of  is ε/qH, where qH is the times of querying the hash function H.                           

6. Comparison and Performance Analysis 

6.1. Comparison 

Table 1. Comparison of computation cost and security 

 CLZ HW GHW1 GHW2 
Our CPA 
Scheme 

Our CCA 
Scheme 

Offline 
31+1+

T 
T+|S|1 + 
(3|S|+2) 1 

__ __ 
n(31+1) 

+T 

n(31+1)+ 
T 

Online mc |S|1+|S|mc 
(|S|+2) 1 

+T+T 
(|S|+2) 1 + 
T+T nmc nmc 

Transform __ __ 
(1+|I|)+ 

2|I|1+|I|T

+ (|I|-1) 1  

(1+|I|)+2|I|1

+(|I|-1) 1+ 
|I|T 

|I|(1+1+  
+ T) +  
(|I|-1) T 

|I|(1+1+ 
+ T) + 
(|I|-1) T 

Decrypt 
+41+ 
T + 21 

|I|(3+1+ 
T+1+ 

2T) 

T+T 3T+2T T 2T 

Security 
model 

CCA CPA CPA RCCA CPA CCA 

This section provides a comparison between our schemes and existing schemes [6, 7, 10] on the 

computation cost and security, as shown in table 1. We use GHW1 and GHW2 to denote the schemes 

proposed in [7], CLZ and HW to denote the schemes in [10] and [6] respectively. Let i (resp., i) 
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denote an exponentiation (resp., multiplication) in the group i. We denote by  a bilinear pairing, 

mc the modular computation in Zp, |I| the size of a set I and |S| the size of the attribute set S in a 

ciphertext. The variable n represents the number of the attribute type in our schemes. 

Table 1 shows that our schemes achieve a number of significant improvements: (1) Decryption 

computation is important for mobile devices with limited computation power. For our CPA version, 

the decryption algorithm is the fastest among all other schemes. For the CCA version, it is also faster 

than CLZ [10], HW [6] and GHW2 [7]. (2) Online computation is the main focus of encryption. Our 

schemes (both CPA and CCA) only require n modular computation, and do not require any 

multiplication or exponentiation in the online encryption algorithm. Modular computation is much 

faster than multiplication and exponentiation. Thus, our online encryption algorithm is faster than 

HW [6], GHW1and GHW2 [7]. (3) Compared with CLZ [10] which is an online/offline encryption 

in an identity-based cryptosystem, our schemes not only achieve fine-grained access control of 

shared data, but also have much less computation in the decryption algorithm. 

This result is important for mobile devices with very limited computation powers. Especially, 

the offline encryption can be carried out by other powerful devices in a trusted environment. The 

transformation algorithm allows the cloud to translate any ciphertext satisfied by user’s policy into 

an ElGamal-ciphertext, without the cloud reading any part of the messages. 

6.2. Performance analysis 
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Figure 1. Performance of our CPA ABOOE-OD scheme 

We conduct performance evaluation respectively on the online encryption, the offline 

encryption, the transformation and the decryption. To evaluate the performance of our CPA-secure 

scheme, we implement the ABOOE-OD in software based on the libfenc library [17] and using a 

224-bit MNT elliptic curve [18]. We modify the symmetric pairing in our scheme to the asymmetric 

pairing, and assign various elements of the private key and the ciphertext to the groups 1 and 2 

with the aim of minimizing ciphertext size. We tested our code on two dedicated hardware platforms: 
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a 3GHz Intel Core Duo CPU with 4GB of RAM running 32-bit Linux kernel version 2.6.32, and a 

832MHz ARM-based Samsung s5830i with 512MB of RAM running Android OS 2.3. 
Since the encryption time is linear with the attribute’s number in our schemes, we generate a 

collection of 100 distinct attribute sets in ciphertext of the form (A1∧ A2∧…∧An) with n ranging 
from 1 to 100. Times are measured in milliseconds (averaged over 1000 iterations). In figure 1, we 
give the encryption and decryption time of KP-ABE, and also show execution time respectively of 
the offline encryption, the online encryption, the transformation and the decryption in CPA ABOOE-
OD. For KP-ABE, if n =100, the encryption and decryption performed on the ARM device 
respectively required nearly 6 seconds and 12 seconds, which is unaffordable for the mobile device. 
For our CPA ABOOE-OD, if n =100, the Intel device requires full 1.2 seconds to generate an offline 
ciphertext and 2 seconds to  transform a ciphertext, whereas the ARM device requires less than 3ms 
to run the online encryption algorithm to produce a ciphertext and 33ms to decrypt it. From 
experimentation results, the offline/online encryption time and transform time of our CCA scheme 
are the same as those of the CPA scheme, whereas the decryption time of the CCA scheme is the 
double of that of the CPA scheme. For our CCA version, the Intel device requires almost 10ms 
to decrypt a ciphertext, whereas the ARM device requires 67ms to decrypt it. In conclusion, it 
appears the online encryption and outsourcing can provide a noticeable performance time advantage 
for encryption and decryption with 10 or more attributes.  

7. Conclusions 

In this work, we have proposed a novel notion of ABOOE-OD. We construct two concrete 
schemes: an efficient CPA scheme and a CCA scheme of the highest security level, and prove the 
schemes are selectively secure in the random oracle. Moreover, we present the notion of 
ABOOKEM-OD and achieve CCA security for ABOOE-OD from any ABOOKEM-OD with one-
wayness. Finally, we compare our schemes with previous schemes, and provide an implementation 
of our CPA scheme. The performance measurements indicate it is very suitable for mobile devices to 
perform the online encryption and decryption operations without significantly draining the battery. 
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